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Abstract
Generally, condensation for make rain, require lower temperature. CO₂ absorb heat from sun shine but O₂ not, so forest makes lower temperature of the air by absorbs CO₂ and produce O₂. Regarding data compound and additional evident from United State, between rain intensity, wind which brings water favor, and forest population and position, shown that forest make higher rain intensity. On United State, water vapor finished after distance more than 1,300 km from east beach. Data shown than on 25,000 square kilometer of forest with tree density 56 – 75 per acre, annual precipitation become 50 – 60 inches.

In Iran territory, exist 2 water evaporation resources those are: Caspian sea on the north and Straight Hormuz on the south. Generally 6 projects proposed, those are: 1. several position for mangrove development including for fish trap, and reclamation including as farmer, 2. Additional water vapor from Straight Hormuz as initial wind reflector including for develop two water dump, and increase fish population, 3. Open wind flow on the south, forest as water vapor catcher to be rain, farm, 2 water dumps for many purpose, and wind power station. 4. the longest wind reflector. Primary water vapor catcher to be rain starting from between Marvdasht province, and secondary by existing farm, 5. Water vapor catch from Caspian sea, for rain and farm around Rezai’yeh, Tabriz, Qazvin, until Tehran, 6 several potential position for wind power station.

Key words: Wind dump, rain harvest in Iran
1. INTRODUCTION

Primary process on water circle is water evaporation and condensation for make rain in Iran territory, exist 2 water evaporation resources those are: Caspian sea on the north and Straight Hormuz on the south. Regarding Rain data evaluation, Straight Hormuz evaporation is water vapor resources for North West area, and for wider area than from Caspian evaporation. The easier project is for Caspian condensation process on the north, able give water for Tehran.

Fig. 1: Forest cover map in Iran

Fig. 2: Rain intensity map
2. **BASIC THEORY**

2.1 **General Rain Process Flow**

2.1.1 Water vapor is produced by water evaporation. The biggest resources are from sea evaporation.

2.1.2 Condensation is process to change water vapor into water liquid as precipitation or rain, generally by make lower temperature.

2.2 **Evaporation Resources**

Iran territory has 2 (two) big evaporation resources, those are: Caspian Sea on the north, and Straight Hormuz on the south.

2.3 **Forest contribution**

Forest absorbs CO$_2$ and produce O$_2$. CO$_2$ absorb heat from sun shine but O$_2$ not. Forest makes lower temperature of air which required for condensation process.

2.4 **Wind**

Initially, wind as earth rotation result. Combine with Iran topography, I able to make the direction of wind flow prediction, shown on figure 3: Data compound map. Wind flow brings water vapor from sea evaporation.

I term two kinds of wind (shown on figure 3: Data compound)

Not water vapor contain from sea evaporation

Water vapor contain from sea evaporation

3. **EVALUATION**

3.1 **Data Evaluation**

Data collect and compound, Shown on figure 3: Data compound map, and Table 1: Data compound

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num</th>
<th>Notification</th>
<th>Forest Condition</th>
<th>Wind vapor condition</th>
<th>Annual Rain Intensity (mm) By contour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>apart, fragmented forest</td>
<td></td>
<td>300 - 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>close forest</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>other wooded land</td>
<td></td>
<td>No data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>other wooded land</td>
<td></td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>low, other wooded land</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>low, other wooded land</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>low, other wooded land</td>
<td></td>
<td>150? Contour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>other wooded land</td>
<td></td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>other wooded land</td>
<td></td>
<td>100 - 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 **Evaluation Result**

wind which bring water vapor, and forest give higher rain contribution, in which X (other wooded land) have 100-200 mm annual rain.

Regarding Existing rain data and wind flow prediction, evaporation from Straight Hormuz are rain resources for north west of Straight Hormuz.
Fig. 4: Prediction of evaporation area from Straight Hormuz as rain resources on Iran
3.3. Other evident from United State

![Fig 5: United State forest](image1)

**General wind direction** ← ![Fig 6: United State annual rain intensity](image2) **Earth Rotation direction**

![Annual Average Precipitation](image3)
Data Evaluation, those are:

Wind direction bring water favor

So: Because: and;

Fig 7; Land topography, shape, forest effect for rain intensity

It is similar, how can it be?...in this precision?

Fig 8; Forest effect for rain intensity

So: Because:

Fig 9; position from west sea, and forest effect for rain intensity

3.4 Proximate correlation between forest and annual precipitation

Water vapor arrive the state of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Lousiana, and Texas (likes rolled back of C) have been reduced by hills effect on Caroline, become 60 – 70 inches annual precipitation on south of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama with same class of forest, so water vapor and forest condition able to proximate correlation with distance from beach up to annual precipitation border( 1,300 km around shape likes Rolled back of C)
Distance up to 1,300 km, from beach on 25,000 square kilometer of forest with tree density 56 – 75 per acre, annual precipitation become 50 – 60 inches
Note:
1 Acres = 43,560 square feet
1 Acres = 4,052 square meter
1 inches = 2.54 mm
1 feet = 0.305 meter

USA Forest class note: FIA refers to number of trees as a stocking level and sets this standard: "Forest land is considered land at least 10 percent stocked by trees of any size, or formerly having such tree cover, and not currently developed for non-forest uses, with a minimum area classification of 1 acre."

4. PLAN DEVELOPMENT

Plant developments are making for rain increasing and other development potential in Iran by considering of effective, efficient with minimum environment damage. The plan didn’t evaluate about detail topography and existing facility yet. Initial forest are started around water resources and then spread out regarding water vapor potential, precipitation distribution, and etc.

4.1 Project 1

Project 1 are easiest, and the other hand for more detail evaluation the effect of per unit are of mangrove, reclamation, and as farm border to rain intensity. Place suitable rain measurement tool for more detail evaluation.

Fig.10; mangrove, forest and farm border
Fig.11; mangrove as fish trap, forest and farm border, and small wind reflector

Fig.12; mangrove regarding land position from the sea
4.2 Project 2

![Diagram of Project 2](image_url)

**Fig.13; project 2 for existing people near the sea**

45-50 degree of waste dump slope are suitable as wind reflector and plantation. Two kinds of waste dump purpose. Regarding land position and topography, 35.Fatir - The Originator verse 12 and 25.Al Furqan The Criterion verse 53 are possible and good for water vapor additional by estafet, fishing by limited mangrove on island as fish habitate, not for water vapor catcher to rain. Fresh water river and lake for drink, farm by small vegetation like wheat, vegetable. Tree around river is for avoid erotion, short farm around river are allow because small vegetation.A part of waste dump as wall border must be compacted for not absorb water. After top material spreading, waste dump must be planted for avoid erotion by wind and low rain possibility, vegetation must as soon as possible fully ground cover, forever green, small for not water vapor catcher to be rain. Suitable grass are propose including for livestock likes sheap, cow, and horse. Horse must be started for free fuel and less metal transportation for future. For first growth, require desalinitation may be. Waste dump which river on below, Al Baqarah The cow verse 265 – 266 waste dump near forest as water vapor catcher to be rain so vegetation cover must as soon as possible, forever green,dicotyle big tree for strong root are required. Big dicotyle tree with strong and shape of leaf are considered for much leaf cover each other and rain slow laid down on the ground. Dicotyle fruit suitable for secondary purpose for forever additional food without cutting down. Fruit plantation must by seed not by grafting for strong root. 4 meter zig-zag fruit plantation distance are suitable for fast ground cover. Initial fully grass between fruit are suitable quick cover.
4.3 Project 3
Project 3 consist open wind flow, forest as water vapor catcher to be rain, farm, 2 water dumps for many purpose, and wind power station

Fig.15; Project 3 same with 2, for existing people population
Fig. 16; wind reflector and wind power station

Fig. 17; wind flow open and wind reflector
Fig.18; forest farm and water dump

Fig.19; Reclamation example model
4.4 Project 4
Project 4 the longest wind reflector. Primary water vapor catcher to be rain starting from between Marvdasht province, and secondary by existing farm.

Fig.20; Wind reflector

Fig.21; Initial wind reflector for additional water vapor

41.Fushilat verse 10, I think instand process likes fast food, on Iran weathered proces by sun shine for long time ago so any loose material with 1 meter depth must be placed on the top position, able on waste dum or any other for stock or farm. I think around iran likes ever be melt on fir st or second processing, by the existing much of mineral deposite. If true ever melt, so ever instand process also on long time ago.
Fig. 22: Additional water vapor, project 4 part a

Fig. 23: project 4 part b
Fig. 24: project 4 part c

Fig. 25: project 4 part d

Fig. 26: project 4 part e
Fig. 27; project 4 part f

Fig. 28; project 4 part g
Fig. 29; project 4 part h

Fig. 30; project 4 part i
To be continued... for more detail data and evaluation. For example I didn’t have mineral, and ore potential data for digging and dumping manage plus mineral processing technology progress in age of projec.
4.5 Project 5

Water vapor catch from Caspian sea, for rain and farm around Rezai’ye, Tabriz, Qazvin, until Tehran. Regarding population density;

**First:** Develop forest or plant much (high density per area) tree, able by tree which after growth able more than 3 m of tall if not cut for effective harvest. Not by people home & domisili movement, but people & government must plant tree around/ beside home, office, etc without disturb the function of facility. Palm tree is not priority.

**And then,** Iran & people government make coordination to make composition those are:

- fill, cut, people movement number, and (water dump) about distance from and water level.

1. Additional regarding topography for run off flow, and position from caspian sea.

![Fig.32: Project 5](image-url)
Figure 33: Iran Population density

38. Sad - The Letter Sad, verse 28-29

Water manage or siclus for stable elevation will be planned and coordinated after have topographyc data, mine potential data and others purpose in Iran. May be back to straight hormuz. To be continue…
Regarding earth rotation direction, and topography for wind focusing and stability direction flow, I thing shown potential of wind power stations.
THE RULES

1. I have order to my sub ordinate to give agriculture technology and other for Iran, so I ask Iran for guard
their old land, my sub ordinate need much of your missile for their new land, Iran didn’t require
missiles any more. May I borrow konarak for my sub ordinate transite?, my sub ordinate need your
chinook, thank you very much.

2. This project is a must, in this region, Iran is the largest area and potential for food supply. The other
hand when columbia back to earth, they must make correct calculation or columbia shall burn. When
we develop much forest, mangrove, farm and increase oxygen content on the air, so what its mean? Al
Araf - The Heights verse 40-41. Must be compared by satellite data. The other hand; Global warming
melt ice bed on Arctic and methane CH₄ buble come out, methane around 20 times green house effect
than carbon dioxide CO₂ , our earth in danger; World plastic product not enough for methane harvest
on Artctic, and I am sure no body handle without profit. By my paper, we increase rain, product much
food, fish meat and so on, on Saudi, Iran, I hope up to 100 % of africa, United State, Mexico, earth
temperatur become lower, and stop arctic ice bed melting.

3. I am worry about Iran position, unsafe for any nuclear project, Iran must abort any nuclear project,
please.

4. I have another paper DEVELOPMENT FOR GLOBAL WARMING SOLUTION AND BETTER
LIFE Stage 5, I will allocate a part of oil from Saudi Arabia is mine for Iran project funding.

5. Our earth and people need much fund, first ask United State. If United State still shy, prepare your
military to push Saudi Arabia, and support Europe, Japan, United State, they are still shy. Iran need
much fund also, You work for rain, food, fish, meat, so you work for our earth and people. I will order
my sub ordinate to support you.

6. Regarding my data, I identify Iran as drug transport trafic from Afganistain. Iran must release danger
drug business. I understand this is last way. I will give Afganistan a part land on west site of Saudi.
Selecting Afganistan by United State, develop mangrove and forest able to be fish and other
production as initial.

7. First I offer French for wind power station and other suitable technical, by competitive price. And
then United State, China, Australia, and Timor-Leste. By my another paper DEVELOPMENT FOR
GLOBAL WARMING SOLUTION AND BETTER LIFE Stage 5. I gave apart territory on Saudi
Arabia is mine for United State, so give some funding as MOU for apart project on Iran, at least John
Deere Gator license/fee & competitive agreement to family of MP Bavagar and another family of my
wives from Iran, who have credibility in Iran, for plantation operation, below bigger hauler for more
effective and efficient. Sent any part of hdouble to thailand.Countries must clean first.

8. Indonesia so scare to sanarkim and ita family, to explain their own law. Still in competitive and
friendship, I offer worker and project for Australia including timorleste people, China, United State
and, French. When Iran agree about the project, inform to Indonesia military, will give timorleste back
to Indonesia for:
A. I, all of my wife, my clan have no any responsibility to pay any money or tax for Indonesia
Government.
B. Barter and pick up sanarkim and ita family, sanarkim & wife blood down, ita and beside blood
down, share them to Australia, timorleste, China, United State and, French for continue abstract nail all
of their family (they provocateur to kids to come in and injury, trapped in electric trap in my flock) to
be shown to any workers from any countries for warning about sabotage, provocation, and any terrories
crime model. Bad person come to Iran, Iran will blame me for the future.
Plus divorce judge, because support houri (Ari Krisnianti) steals my children, land and others.
After teeth party, send and abstract nail including to Somayot Ruchirawat Rasullah (BANPU
president director, Venture Building, Jl. RA. Kartini No. 26 Cilandak Barat, Jakarta 12430) as erase
declaration against Thailand and Hmong DNA around the world.

9. On the year of 2010, I have been evaluated at least by 3 psychiatry and psychology, without any
medicine, like in hotel, I able to go out to anywhere (not in psychiatry visit time) after told to nurse. My
complete data on Sardjito Hospital Yogyakarta (ask Budi pratiti and Mahar). Psychiatry said to me, my
model on any place if in jail become killing in jail, Psychiatry’s jail model are different, use medicine,
must be helped for eating and drinking. Psychiatry told to me; If other time or place I have been any
model of disturbed, I am just allowed for defense but not allowed go for fight like vengeance, I must make
repor to suitable institution depending Indonesia law. Psychiatry told me; If I think important,
and logic, I able to mutilation human in live more than cold blood killer, but Psychiatry said to me also,
If I able to manage, so many people, many countries will respect to me…what its mean? I didn’t
understand. When I was doing family business, My flock position not break Indonesia law (agrarian), I
have information from many person on 3 kilometer of radius, they are all bad person in family of ita
and sanarkim, they said if unsafe on my flock, must by them, impossible by other around the flock,
Initially sanarkim work on my flock, they take fish that they think belong to them, I ever see sanarkim steal eggs. I just wait the moment to fired him. After I fired sanarkim, many sabotage happening in my flock those are: Torture my chicken and fish, cut flock roof, release water pipe connection, break water sanitation pool, give dirty water in to clean water tank, steal corn and corn mill screen, break flock roof. I think ita is top in structure, after place electric trap, I was see ita out beside my flock, I think his component has trouble in my flock. Ask Indonesia for detail, I am not investigator. Many fault able in live you know, but those family so tuff in long period to do bad thing. I went to majenang police station to make report to police about sabotage to my flock, but police said to me to give them job, I told him back, initially sanarkim work in my flock, but police man last decision is "give job", give job for Indonesia people is not police duty, I think may be that police man not fully concentration and not learn well when in basic police education and training. So Process of timorleste back to Indonesia, starting from 1 police man on majenang send to replay of basic police education and training. I am forget what is police man name, ask Mabes TNI ppidtni@puspen.tni.mil.id for police man name, I ever write his name, by my old email address was kaiwansuharyan@yahoo.co.id when my motorcycle was stolen he go to my house, after he ask the production year of my motorcycle, he said directly about price of motorcycle. Why?

if Indonesia on my side. My Subordinates safe when pass Indonesia to do 4 days war, don’t worry just pass, I will propose Indonesia to any possible vegetation supply starting from mangrove by competitive price under Mabes TNI by Gatot Nurmantyo ( ARMY) and Jayeng (Navy). This is long period of relation, so minimum person responsibility are 7 years before regeneration. By my other paper, I will ask USA for ship for Indonesia. If Indonesia has good performance, I am sure other countries around the world will ask for supply, may be aquilaria malacensis send to around of Benito Zuares and Pemex on Mexico. Indonesia is island country, longer beach for stock and loading point. If a part of my wife agree, I want take a part for mangrove (other vegetation) supplier as family business starting from U shape beach (north from Bulakamba, Tegal) without any payment for Indonesia government (including for concession legality letter). My tax is 15% of mangrove production, for mangrove development in Indonesia. Continue of Indonesia on my side, read below…

5.1 Do not bring any part of hmong dna part to Iran. Any country involve in Iran; USA, French, Australia, China, etc must erase hmong DNA from their countries by kill or force them out. No problem Iran want to recruitment from other countries, because not my responsible also to be blamed on the future. 5.11 Any countries must stop any relation with sengkuni starting from lapindo mud, in Indonesia.

6. TIPS AND SHARE FOR IRAN

First, I have statement: I am so happy found many thing woowin Al-Qur’an, but I am not prophet, I never involve and I have no any position on religion organization, I never study about religion, I am mining engineer.

I am forget which verse, generally order about Al-Qur’an: we must thinking
So I read Al-Qur’an with smoking and drink coffee for thinking, I cannot read Al-Qur’an fluently in Arabic alphabet, I didn’t understand Al-Qur’an in Arabic language, I read Al-Qur’an in Indonesia language.

Please do not believe me about Al-Qur’an, just logic and realistic, I have no any opinion, written A on Al-Qur’an so it is A, written B so it is B. again; I am not prophet, I am not religion expert, I am mining engineer, no problem another people make correction to me by logic and realistic evident because Al-Qur’an is Rahmatan Lil Alamin, not for me only. Please, do not make discussion up to debate about religion to me; I will say “give up” directly!!

Al Hajj - The Pilgrimage verse 26. Apart of verse 26, think barbel, realase one of the load, when our body make rotation, hold barber load are easier than hold unload of the barbel. Depending our blood pump position, see people running circle direction every year. Complete of verse 26, much doctor on Iran for make evaluation, relation, compare and of 2 acrobat position mode, starting from our brain may be, regarding the position from blood pumping equipment. Verse 28, compare before and after you eat meat. these is Allah words, just after Iran thinking, follow, do examination. I think Iran understood about verse 26, 27, 28 and so on. I am sure, after you found something, you will feel wooooow. This is much better than Iran said SUB HANALLAAH 33 times counted by hand or choker.
I never said SUB HANALLAAH 33 times counted by hand or choker any more, when I am thinking about: how Allah make the earth (below), compare with google earth, I am scare …woooow, I was cry and then my body, my sold, said SUB HANALLAAH reflect….woooow

Why Al Qur’an on arabic language?, Azzukhruf - The Gold Adornments verse 3, Sholat order together with pay zakat, I ever hear on TV, qurrayssihab from Indonesia said: depending Arabic language: cannot be separated between sholat and pay zakat, zakat be paid by result of sholat.

Al Muminun - The Believers, verse 14: blood and then meat, and then bone in meat, how can it be? I think now in modern, this is DNA you know. If we were there long-long time ago, we know this verse and want to follow and explain AlQur’an, what will we do, the simplest and easiest way is placed our ear on preagnent women, If women not my wife so what? And then what? I think make tools by wood, and then..., and then I think stetoscope you know, and then...and then. Likes we go from point A to point B up to DNA, they have different idea or way so become better, we have much, become surgeon or internist or the other, they are different and each of them didn’t think better than each other. Why they didn’t think better than the other, because they follow Al-Qur’an by logic and realistic. Can we prove Al-Qur’an is Rahmatan lil alamin by big sound of sing a song or read without do anything and without thinking? Without thinking, we can not feel, meal without salt.

Lets think logic and realistic, for feel …Uuuuggh. Many earth science, geologist, tectonic basin knowledge from Iran and world, for more detail and make correction. I have no funds for detail data and make evaluation, by Google earth only.

First read and think slowly and concentration about :78 An Naba’ - The Great News verse 1-5

See google earth, our earth... Woooow

Initially Al Maidah - The food, verse 68, I ever hear old church said earth is the center and sun on orbit Logically the bigger planet as the rotation centre.

Burning is mass reducing. There are hawaii-atuona planet as rotation center, and Sun (fire ball) on orbit, fire ball become smaller, centrifugal force of Hawaii-atuona planet rotation become bigger for fire ball,

84. Al Inshiqaq - The Sundering verse 1-2

Ups…O my God… fire ball come to Hawaii-atuona planet !!!!

84. Al Inshiqaq - The Sundering verse 3-4

They are same direction of rotation between Hawaii-atuona planet and fire ball,

so they meet in different direction!!...Big force!!,...Uuuuuggh!!....

High temperature.. Friction-Melting... Fire ball slip to rotate... Grinding!! Wasn’t a complete planet any more, has been grinded!!....become Hawaii-atuona Basin!!
41. Fussilat–Expounded verse 9-11, 32. As Sajdah-The Prostration verse 4, 29. Al 'Ankabut - The Spider

verse 20

**Grinding!!**.. including **melting!!**.. become plastic out after melting zone and was pulled by fire ball rotation, they were **locking up!!**.. They together become bigger, not as ball shape already, so has bigger centrifugal force in rotation…make **“another” planet come!!**

Depending connection zone from north to south, there is **“another” planet consist: Australllia-Asia-Europe, Africa, and America.** And ex fire ball as inner, closed condition and not connect with oxygen so not burning. High temperature will melt around in **“another” planet, melting material we call as magma, liquid likes lubricant.**

When fire ball was **locking up!!**.. to Hawaii-Atuona planet, fire ball rotation flow melting-plastic-spillage material, so fire ball covered by lower temperature of material, if crash to **“another” planet, so not grinding only!!!**

Meet point; half of ellipse shape (higher elevation on west), around between America basin and Africa basin. Not enough temperature for grinding because fire ball already covered. Existing inner lubricant (magma) in **“another” planet.** Shown on north side of Connection line between America basin-Africa basin, Africa basin-(Australllia-Asia-Europe) basin, have been pulled to west.

Depending rotation direction, and then rolling to east, unsolid material cover on fire ball released down. Meet zone line between fire ball and Hawaii-Atuona basin was landed on Saudi Arabia (half of ellipse shape). And then plastic-dragging from Iran to east, ever spin for climb Tajikistan and then fall. Generally shown of temperature degradation and become smaller effect from Iran up to China, so Hawaii-Atuona not fully (not same thickness) as basin already.

On east from Filipina-south from Mexico, fire ball wasn’t covered, Make grinding effect including shear stress on connection between (Australia-Asia-Europe) basin and America basin. Fire ball **grind and release** connection, make Guam and Fiji-New Zealand become plastic-almost melt, when door open, existing lubricant (magma) in **“another” planet** make Hawaii-Atuona basin easier to entering (by its rolling direction) in the **“another” planet, below the west of America basin.**

In the earth, fire ball was continue grinding and melt around, additional with existing lubricant (magma) in **“another” planet, make fire ball leave Hawaii-autona basin and involve moving of **“another” planet, America basin move to east above Hawaii-Atuona basin.** East part of Hawaii-atuona basin shown parallel drag-friction line to east.

Antarctica shown as a part of ball shape, adjacent direction than earth rotation, plastic out around Antarctica and not shown fully drag-friction line to north. Antarctica was core of 1st fire ball, like 2 gear meet when meet with 2nd fire ball, Antarctica has been pushed down, and makes adjacent direction than earth rotation.
Together-continue, in earth fire ball rolling-Rotation!! Grinding!!.. Melting!!.. additional melting material, shear stress on plastic (out from melting), make Africa leave America, (Australia-papua-fiji) leave africa, America make friction to east above Hawaii-Atuona. Existing lubricant, Antarctica make adjacent direction and easier to be pushed down, small apart of melting material has been lefted on south east from America. (Australia-Asia-Europe) move to east above Hawaii-Atuona to close the door. And then; not so far move of Hawaii-Atuona to east, make (Guam, New Zealand) leave (Australia-Asia-Europe) basin.

41. Fussilat–Expounded verse 10, 50. Qaf - The Letter Qaf verse 7-9

Water is important for live. Logically; melting, including chemical reaction release water vapor \( H_2O \) molecule to sky after high concentration become lower temperature for condensation and then laid down as rain.

Principally; mountain was generated by over pressure and volume of magma on below, pull up trough out on weak zone as eruption, cold down on surface, additional material and weight on surface for make stable.

Maori people as sailor came from America to New Zealand, but I have no data about the initial of Hawaii-Atuona people, their traditional different than America and different than Asia also. When Africa connects with Australia-Papua-Fiji, Africa people walk to Australia-Papua-Fiji and then Australia-Papua-Fiji leave Africa. Logically; before in this earth there were existing live on Hawaii-Atuona basin and “another” planet, which contain of: Africa connect with Australia-papua-Fiji, America, and Asia-Europe.


Totally add 2 fire ball become 6, the other hand become the earth generate additional volume of water

39. AzZumar - The Crowds verse 68 read: except
50. Qaf - The Letter Qaf verse 11
7. Al A’raf - The Heights verse 25
22. Al Hajj - The Pilgrimage verse 5
84. Al Inshiqaq - The Sundering verse 16-19

Compare between sun size now and earth size

------

84. Al Inshiqaq - The Sundering verse 1-20, I think verse 1-4 already done
Tobe continue….. Than you thing; I am crazy or sick
Did you ever feel can’t sharing, cheating to another? About any happening on you?
For example, you back from zoo, and then tell: I saw elephant, it has long nose
I feel alone up now, no body know in my community about this paper, I am alone
I feel so hard cannot share, cannot tell about any happening on me.

Just sharing or cheating, I tell about Information happening on me, for reduce overload on me.
The information, my own God told, Ari Krisnianti (my wife) is the one houri on the world.
I confirm about the information.

56. Al Waqi'ah - The Inevitable verse 22, 35
Logically, without any effort, directly on heaven, so what is their specification? Their specification is for in heaven not for on the world. Two times I accompanied houri to open steel deposit box but houri always give up to finishing key roll and stop on match number, and then roll back and then stop.
She is beauty, kind. Yes. But she cannot do any challenge, she always against me when see me do any challenge and effort, always disappointed, so weak and so easy for give-up, many times escape from home by unreasonable reason (debate with her own child about snack), shortest of passion, so easy to curse me and my children for death, pray for her own death, ask for divorce every day. She so sorry has husband and children. She has dream for live alone, without husband and children. She life by rule, she excellent for physical scope for waitress, baby sitter. But houri is not a wife, not a mother, because as wife and mother require bigger scope of passion. Houri didn’t educate or make good order to my children, principally not angry as a mother, but give up, disappointed and then curse to my children.
I am sure, kind and normal women, much better as mother for my children than houri. Houri always loose and give up when debate to my children now. When crucial-curse to my children, houri is not a mother; I have no choice for action, just by passion, cold down my child emotion or support their mentality, up to tell logic reason to houri as maximum action. I think my children growth, they will against houri, but I have no choice.
Did you know a gel, houri’s eyes is gel you know, colorless, saw but didn’t understand. Houri has no “thanks God”
Many times houri ask me for have many wives, her feel become freely, just give houri money and facility for she not do challenge, I am sure no problem for her if I have many wives.
By Iran permission, if she agree, I want Mahtab P Bavaghar (RS & GIS laboratory, Faculty of Natural Resources, University of Tehran) to be my wife, I promote MP Bavaghar for my paper on United State, handle or sign topography plan of wind reflector, because wind reflector on Mexico. For initially, I want suitable women up to 5-7 from Iran to be my wife; 2 specialist doctor (for kid) and then managerial or former expert or up to you. More than 5-7, I propose for my son autism, including for take care my son. check my son’s DNA first than disappointed.
The other hand for my family solution, my first son is autism, I must have many wives, my younger children will care my first son on the future.

4. AnNisa - The women verse 3. For more than 1 wife not in one home become less information and communication and then make bigger of jealous; 2 or 3 or 4.

Logically if 2 wife, the worst possibility become crucial between A and B,

If 3 so the worst possibility A with B against C, or A with C against B, or B with C against A.
Women like cheating and share to another, logically crucial between 2 against 2 become less possibility than 2 against 1.
4 for minimum possibility to be crucial. Logically, if you want have many wives so at least you must compare to your funds, income, your character, candidate character, because crucial by 2 wives cannot be handled so you must add become 3 wives, still crucial cannot be handled so become 4 wives.
Many “Dalang” on Indonesia explain this verse; usually “dalang” has more than 4 wives in one home.

My dream if I have many wife, I want to cheating, share, tell story anything happen (information) on me, happy, together and coordination in problem solving and so on as a normal family.
Not match write here; about Maryam, Isa, Moses, mother of Ismail, Daud, atheist is order from my God also, My top duty life is for my children for the world and so on. On the year of 2009, Azzazil the king of evil sujjud(respect) to me, without any spiritual, just logic and realistic, starting from explain 42. Ash shura - The Consultation verse 183 on my work in coal mining, I make plus effort on top soil management for reclamation…..

4. AnNisa - The women verse 4,
initially I explain to houri, but she is not a wife, she always against and cannot see me in effort to do challenge for family business, she so scare to do challenge, she has not priority scale, I am confuse, I am a man, I must give money for my family consumable. I will not explain this verse to houri anymore. I want have normal wife to explain this verse (if their priority for my children), first pay each for houri around 5,000 US$ (minimum) starting for pay land, a part of house cost, another part of house is my cost, land beside house and flock are my cost also, and then for buy me (total max; 500.000.000 IDR, talk her, just not escape, I am worry become crucial for my existing children), and then all of my wife have authority to decide about price of me, my work, may be other part in my paper, my wife have own salary if involve in my paper, if they ask for. But houri has no authority about price on me and my works.

No problem my wife gives a part for houri (but not for make houri escape), In my family I want to manage of fund for saving, investment up to business, but I am lazy for money holder including profit.
To be my wife must by commitment, without any ceremony (reason later), do not use drug, not drink alcohol, not eat pig or blood. I want all of my wife give me children at least for their own country. All of my wife responsible to all of my children. I want my entire wife in one home or location for solidarity for all of my children. Please be commitment as a wife, do not betray to me, I didn’t want, I hope not, but if my wife ask me for divorce, release the facility and do not bring my child, I have responsibility to her country. So don’t push them to be my wife.
49. Al Hujurat - The Private Apartments verse 13, Australia explains this verse by their Lobster. Become better after meet between different and far from river source. Human more complex better than lobster, I want my many wives those are; White, Europe, British, Turkey down to black, Persian up to India, China, Japan, Hawaii-Atuona, USA, America, and other without any part of Hmong DNA. I think, depending job condition I will reduce step by step and then stop smoking.

In year of 2006, Izzro’il, the angle of death come to me, smile, shy, GenerallyI know he want to ask me but shy and then just smile. The communication without word, just understand. Europe mythos call him as Grim Reaper.

I teach him about math (trigonometry, algebra, and so on), physic, how to create his own dress, additional material for his own body better, up to Al-Qur’an. For example about cycles, a part of; 6. Al An’am - The cattle verse 59, 95

So I told him, I am sure, I able make fish pool much better than prophet of Solomon, always clean water by physical and chemical impurities (from fish feces), minimum effort for cleaning, no smell without change water.

He said to me, prophet of Solomon busy for make his pool clean, smell and dirty pool, many fish death if over feeding.

When I was teaching him, sometimes he was missing, he said: too busy for job responsibility, he is the busiest of angle.

I don’t know why, I feel Izzro’il the angle of death is my best friend. I have idea to help him to do his job, how to be automatically, starting from IF function in excel, NOT, OR, AND, so on, anything I can. The other hand, I told him, become error on excel for cycles, but able to explain cycles on the world to be forever.

When I was teaching him to calculate area (circle, rectangle, triangle), volume (cubic, cone), he ask me about any shape, I said: able by derivative partial, but difficult, one formula just for one shape, better to be detach become smaller rectangle and other (for area) or cubic (for volume) like on Mincom by gridding, I am not proud teach him, just fun and happy teach him, best friend you know, I am alone you know, Just happy teach him.

Finally, he ask me for make example by create program, and he will evaluate my brain works. I create DIGGING EQUIPMENT SIMULATION AND SELECTION in excel, this is about coal mining, we will have suitable production plan target for minimum overburden hauling cost (fastest back filling) and the minimum hole area on the end of mine.

I didn’t remember, I was sick around 3 months, I feel wake up after done evaluate on my brain work. And then he leave me, on the year of 2009 he said to me, the last version of LAUH MAHFUZH was done. This version are running automatically, for cycles forever. I relax and not busy to do his job. Every I remember him, he always smile, happy, dance usually, with different body, become bigger like stone man.

84. Al Inshiqaq - The Sundering verse 7-8 My best friend said; this file train brain to thinking, match and able to read LAUH MAHFUZH. I will up load or send by email. Any right side around the world able to read depending each level, right side not about countries or religion or ideology or ethnic.

Indonesia so scare to ita and sanarkim including their family, make me bankrupt and make trouble for my children, so able to read LAUH MAHFUZH is not for free for Indonesia, must with abstract nail of ita and sanarkim including their family more than 500 up to 2000 (to be continue in Indonesia language) for all level of Indonesia right side able to read. Much money useless without abstract nail, not safe to do family business. After thinking for brain matching and then or together or ever hear the scream of abstract nail for able to read LAUH MAHFUZH.

My God is creator, create me, create my best friend, and then watch this action likes on movie. My top duty live is for my children. If fault so my God will blame me also.

Please Indonesia require backup from another countries at least from Iran and or I will send to Mabes TNI also if my paper has been accepted and I be paid to go to overseas. After Iran and or another country able to read, send delegation more than two to Indonesia, give to Gatot Nurmantyo and Prabowo Subianto for initial promotion and Yuliana Rotua Ulibasa for another reason, Indominco Mandiri, Venture Building, 3rd Floor, Jl. RA. Kartini No. 26 Cilandak Barat, Jakarta 12430, and then spread for additional several in Indonesia military and Police.

Pick up sanarkim for abstract nail in secure location for fully read LAUH MAHFUZH depending each level, starting from military, religion expert/leader (try to AA Gym & FPI leader), government, judge, scientist and so on. Including initial investigation to sanarkim, able to read LAUH MAHFUZH are better, principally they are bad person in existing and past life, not about male or female or baby or old. Logically; right side level depending from; not corruption for minimum, professional effort and useful effect for other,
so able to be influenced by their fair position level, but their live before become important also. For initial Gatot Nurmantyo and Prabowo Subianto have authorize to promote or fired person go out from secure area. Regarding my experience, they will understand which person able to read or cannot read. If not enough person, pickup ita’s youngest son, but its mean lower level able to read.

Depend their (reader) coordination for open action of abstract nail to family of ita and sanarkim. ita’s youngest son is the highest value and able to reach lower level of right side

I cannot read, so “dokter-dokteran” and Immunization program more important for me, Indonesia able to read LAUH MAHFUZH (500 up to 2000) or not is authorized of Indonesia. (500 up to 2000) is not my calculation and decision.

49. Al Hujurat - The Private Apartments verse 12-13. Immunization programs is program for make stronger, tuff, and immune of many religion, countries, live in peace in different community. I told to my sub ordinate about “dokter-dokteran” program, free medical examination and medicine (except hemorrhoid, HIV, syphilis, and other sickness because effect of illegal prostitution, drug, alcohol) every Tuesday on working hour, depending my wives doctor (medical) number and funds supply and then additional on Friday. “dokter-dokteran” not for special treatment like surgeon, or special and not simple tools and equipment, like heart, X-ray, bed rest, etc, or overseas make other decision for initial is USG for preagnet. If my wife agree, able to send to nearest hospital for laboratory examination. “dokter-dokteran” priority for baby, kids, male, pregnant, old, chronic. Sickness items depending my wives condition and funds supply.

For their responsibility, personnel will take tip from parking, small traders, and freely from patient (just put written box, will not be asked for) will be used for pay personnel from village (2 person) and community (including manager leader, and additional for ABC depending condition). Personnel responsible to make “dokter-dokteran” running in safe condition, flag allocation, garbage cleaning, and so on. Radio communication will give to manage leader, ABC, another required of personnel. Money collected must be used, share and finished for all personnel and not for saving, my family will not manage, but will pay if not enough. Suitable person (team player, proactive in communication, not scare to families of ita and sanarkim,) to be personnel by optimum number depending condition. My family will pay for another personnel like medicine management, roof and etc. Medicine will be given on area of hauri’s sister. Depending medicine stock, sickness level, or for faster, medicine able to be taken starting from nearest aphotic and will be rein bust by show of medicine order.

“dokter-dokteran” will be informed from mosques speaker and radio broadcast about: time schedule, priority, but not for families of ita and sanarkim. Don’t worry, I ever explain to give around my flock but not give to ita and sanarkim, not give is not break Indonesia Law, I am just allowed for defense, but no problem I was walking alone in the night, but I saw ita and sanarkim family talk to another for bad provocateur to me. Demonstration never happen against my flock, village person ever check; my flock not smelt, not flock but my chicken distance to nearest home; less than 15 meter, ever almost 1200 chicken (not full) on around 800 square meter. Ask Y if smelt. No chicken sick-death before sabotage, I found already for local feed composition, and eggs production growth in two weeks, but sabotage make drinking water smelt, and my chicken become sick. after Indonesia so scare. I prepare electric traps, they provocation to kids to come in my flock, I lose much money because my chicken not death, I must give feed and waiting chicken buyer.

My paper running, generally I will on overseas, my wives (from Iran, USA, and so on) difficult to make correct identification about families of ita and sanarkim.

Minimum all personnel action: not for families of ita and sanarkim is silent, if personnel support or on side of families of ita and sanarkim, so personnel will be replaced by another person. Because strategic, I propose slamet as part of personnel, for parking or cleaning no problem, depending manage leader decision. I will ask money for additional payment for 3 persons ABC, Normally ABC are personnel and under leader management but ABC are the highest responsibility for say not for families of ita and sanarkim. ABC are kind and must be selected as suitable for argument up to debate, dislike to families of ita and sanarkim, brave and not scare to families of ita and sanarkim, has safe of home stay position, and able to read Lauh Mahfuzech. ABC after coordinate with me and compare to my proposed person. Depending another responsibility as personnel, if not enough, ABC will be added. Additional female (suitable verbal IQ) personnel for communication between my wives and patient. Manage leader, ABC, female personnel, position and responsibilities of personnel that have possibilities make communication to my wives, will be trained of English conversation, be given of suitable dictionary, if not suitable enough of trainer on majenang so will be paid from another place, English trainer must understand about
communication scope. starting from about patient and problem, make order to patient and medicine use, allocation and “dokter-dokteran” running well, direction, position, and so on.

When patient come, personnel questions are about patient origin of location, book and flag for allocation. If patient come from near of those families, so must be informed not for families of ita and sanarkim. If found those family as patient, so must be informed, make argument up to debate not for families of ita and sanarkim.

Because debate, so become not priority for medical examination, and will be moved but still in arena, or my wife make decision, if not disturb my wife in medical examination, so debate not for families of ita and sanarkim must be continued, and debate must be continued also if not disturb my wife help to take medicine. Personnel/ABC ask for book of medical record and will be wasted. Different procedure between personnel and my wives. These top of debate level is for ita and family of sanarkim.

Principally Lower debate level is same with top level, but up to my wife come and then Personnel/ABC, will silent and leave, after ask for book of medical record and will be wasted, or take or cut off Lower debate level is for family of ita, those are; beside ita and blood down Family of sanarkim, those are; sanarkim and wife, blood down. Debate is not for fight, but no problem for defense

Each patient will give a book for medical record, must be taken care and bring back for next time. If my wife think require a doctor for continue so my wife will patch her flag and write her name, on the cover of book, for easier allocation and faster process for next time. More than one flag or name is for require more than one doctor. After make coordination, my wives have authorized to change doctor for continue so new flag will be patched above last flag. No flag its mean not require a doctor for continue. Depending each of my wife condition and her evaluation about disease, My wives able help each other without change flag.

“dokter-dokteran” not for families of ita and sanarkim so Must be informed that medicine stored in container, locked, and key will be give and to A or B or C or ..?? this is secret, “dokter-dokteran” not for families of ita and sanarkim.

Name, position and call number of ABCDEF.. dan Y if any, will be patched on back of book cover.

I will make simple test to ABC and ask their registration file including photo, brief and coordination to additional DEF.. and Y if any, spread more than 4-5 kilometer from my home, I will ask my best friend and his colleague if they not scare or able to call if required for accompanied ABC for looking for suitable DEF.. and Y may be, depending their position. My best friend said to me, ABC better go to Y home base first for support and help before spread.

Generally, emergency is sick or ill become worst or cannot be moved to my home to joint in “dokter-dokteran” and must be combined by poor condition, or position and access difficulties. “dokter-dokteran” not for against or make bankrupt of medical business on majenang

In emergency, patient call to nearest of DEF..or Y and then DEF..or Y call to ABC, or patient call direct to ABC if not existing of DEF..or Y nearest from patient. After ABC know about patient position, condition, my wives safety if go there, so ABC will contact to my wives, so patient’s family, their community, any person was called up to ABC must responsible for my wife safety, but accompany my wives go there just enough if require, depending position identification, pass or near from family of ita, access condition, night may be. I ever ask Mabes tni for six legal fights against ita, I am under psychiatry rule, must be legal. No problem for me walk alone in the night near their home, but families of ita and sanarkim danger for weak person, like women, kids or scare person, or will do sabotage. My paper running, I will go to overseas, my wives pregnant, if unsafe out there become Indonesia problem with many countries.

I will ask my sub ordinate and United States for John Deere up gator (and another bigger) for emergency including for my wives daily transportation, and for ABC.

Cancer just for my mother, after I ask my mother for agreement, I think my mother better to go to overseas than send tools, equipment, and for treatment.

When “dokter-dokteran” running well, will be injected by Immunization programs.
Indonesia on my side, those are
A. Indonesia central military (Mabes TNI) responsible to launch all married letter for me and my many wives, without change any religion, ideology and nationality, including for Indonesia foreign defense. For example M make trouble to Indonesia so other countries must help or attack M for Indonesia. My wives must be accompanied for initial explanation to houri’s families, or call her family to come to Mabes tni cilangkap for explanation. I think including my wives pay to houri for buy me. After running, my another wives just bring married letter and then buy me.
B. Law dispensation for my wives and clan for self-defense, starting from Smith & Wesson and another bigger. Self-defense is procedure and my many wives have different nationality, but Principally and initially; self-defense not for in Indonesia purpose, because Indonesia is Island country many ways for come, and become difficult relation with community if use special and procedural guard. But not give for houri because unstable emotion. If any of my wives bring Smith & Wesson, shown, not in night and or alone, on public like market, supermarket, mall, they are women you know; for prestige (tampil beda).
C. “Under Mabes tni”, responsible to motivate ita to do injection of Immunization programs
Motivation without physical support like push-up or other, for not bad image to “Under Mabes tni”, talk for make ita sure; “Under Mabes tni” separated become two group, those are: X (officer up) on ita side, and Y not on ita side. I am sure many motivator on X. Placed 2 of Y (depending condition) in uniform exist in “dokter-dokteran” I think just for walk around not involve for debate, generally make patient and community know “under Mabes tni” exist.
Y just do the function of Indonesia military (tni) in “dokter-dokteran”, Y not talking about X-Y or another thing that not function of Indonesia military (tni). Debate is maximum action of ABC-component, not for fight but no problem for defense. ABC-component have no responsible for another reaction against families of ita and sanarkim.

I am sure ita will talking about X, Y and other more than innovator. When patient or community (Z) ask to Y about X, the best answer of Y is smile and told them: let’s think by yourself, Z must be recorded starting from name (for not double data in frequency), position, and Z respond and condition, no problem if Z respond tend not scare or weak, like smile. If Z confuse or weak or scare, just talk to Z, just bring knife or stick, defense no problem in Indonesia Law, ita come to Z, not Z come to ita. Y responsible to force ita to give back any given to Z, without accompanied. Generally Y passive if no question from Z, but understand about Z respond to ita, and record where is Z position. X will use Z data for mapping

Be carefully X make meting or communication with ita. X is innovator to ita to do bad issue and provocateur, but ita must understand X give money because on his side and just for help. Money given just for survive, fuel transportation & motorcycle services around 100-175 US$ per month or depending travelling distance, no bad provocateur, will not reduce but no money!! No problem give meal and drink to ita in meeting time.

Materials for ita do bad issues and provocateur those are:
- 3 kilometer radius, many person said families of ita and sanarkim are all of bad person, not safe on my flock must be them, not the other near from my flock.
- I give to neighbor around flock, but not give to ita
- That’s Taliban, ask Iran for 1-3 familiar material
- That’s Christian, ask Christian for 1-2 familiar material, if agree I propose 1 item for God is 3
- “Bu dokter”, I thing I item enough, say her country name
- Ita organize demonstrate on Tuesday against “bu dokter”’s country
- I will allocation a part of initial fund for family business, I hope “dokter-dokteran” as long as possible.The problem is unsafe to do business before abstract nail on families of ita and sanarkim, and then barter with Timor-Leste. Those families will spread to many countries, show abstract nail to any person who will go to Iran, as project guarantee. So ita must organize demonstrate on Tuesday against “dokter-dokteran”.

An Nisa - The women verse 171. This is warning to „Sssst, did you understand about .Sssst ? not fully be blamed. Isa and Maryam are better than me, they able to share each other, but I am alone, just with God the one way for entertainment. I am sure another person will say Isa is God, Maryam is God. Alone, cannot share is So hard and difficult you know, God make joke, I am speaking, smiling, and laughing alone, just for not overload, not sad to do duty job. The information, I feel; God is one, has no wife, has no child, not male or female, God able growth become bigger likes hermaphrodite but not separated between male or female. Our God able detach his own smaller part of body like Mollusca, or culture sheet, put in me, growth and able to be attach back, or likes harvest a apart or take all and then attach for another bigger, but
principally our God is one, X same with x. Just illustration too difficult for description. Did you know Gatsby?

Our God too higher, power full, authorize and so on, so the protocol in communication; my God always behind me, and higher than me, so will against my god, must against me first. My sujjud to my God is: My God behind me, his leg push my head down on the ground and as much as possible my body on floor. Just one time my God push me to sujjud, and then always about duty job, by total life condition.

Thailand intimidation, mining slowdown in Indonesia, ita&sanarkim sabotage to my flock, houri cry-cursing. Indonesia so scare, difficult for get Job, like trapped, make me angry and push me to do Papers, experiment by minimum cost for family business, give better land for my subordinates. I am not agent, I never be ordered, if I was angry and complain and then they answer by action on TV, they follow my order so they are my subordinate. Read below, Our God different than there are many gods. There are many god like smoke, they are different each other so they are many gods. But don’t worry, on the year of 2009, history in one night, they many gods disturb me in my dream, I was scare in dream, after wake up I was no scare, I was angry. I ask to my best friend, how to hit them? My best friend said, just make concentration. In toilet, I ask to my best friend to catch them, I punched, kicked them, fill their brain by smoke, urine, and my feces. Don’t worry !!!....

November 2009, on Bontang forest, My God just kick my bottom or backside, throw my upside body down and then I was screaming 2 times for make order: 39. AzZumar - The Crowds verse 68, happen long out there.

============================================================================

Who am I??.. he not me!!.. he just type!!..

Same with his name mean in Arabic, his material is Saturn planet hard and frost, too hard become brittle, see his teeth. He is the most difficult to be make than all-around of universes. Meet with earth, any fertile contain, become better and better, born by Cesar, and see his children's teeth. He is the prize for my excellent and selected humans, become his clan.

Right sides become closer to be his clan. My scope, left side was my older technology, must be destroyed in the hell and material will be used by my better technology. Except families of ita and sanarkim, they become ghosts forever, cannot fly, slow in moving, able to be punched and kicked. These is my little bit bonus for him, because he was asking and praying to Me for those family not death at planed time, must be buried in life condition than smelt, including 1 police man from majenang wear Indonesia police uniform if not send back for replay of basic police education and training. This is warning, he is the prize, make bad effect for my selected human; the mother of Ismail, no problem I loose several of my old and bad technology. Let’s see.

Long time ago before I create Adam by black mud, I create human by ”buffalo feces”, easier because fertile. “Buffalo feces” always jealous when I do continuous improvement, “buffalo feces” imitate my technology and create many of another god for higher and against me. I never create hmong, there are many god create hmong, able develop government on Thailand after steal Han DNA from China and then escape, smaller part of hmong DNA become more danger, compare coup d'état frequency in Thailand than another countries around the world. Stupid, betrayal, backstreet, not brave, traditional science? Traditional sailor? Any part of hmong DNA must be killed!!!.

Hmong DNA will be wasted as soil and fertilizer, and will be eaten, will not be built for life any more.
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Where U.S. Forests are Located

Maps of the United States Forest

By Steve Nix

The Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) Program of the U.S. Forest Service is continually surveying all United States forests including Alaska and Hawaii. FIA coordinates the only continuous national forest census. This survey specifically addresses the land use question and determines whether that use is primarily for forestry or for some other use. Here are clickable maps that visually provide the location of United States forests based on county level survey data.
1. Where U.S. Forests are Located: Forestland Areas with the Most Trees

This forestland location map indicates where most of the individual trees are concentrated (based on existing growing stock) in the U.S. by county and state. The lighter green map shade means less tree densities while darker green means larger tree densities. No color means very few trees.

FIA refers to number of trees as a stocking level and sets this standard: "Forest land is considered land at least 10 percent stocked by trees of any size, or formerly having such tree cover, and not currently developed for non-forest uses, with a minimum area classification of 1 acre."

This map shows the spatial distribution of the nation's forest land in 2007 as a percentage of county land area to county tree density.

Source: National Report on Forest Resources

2. Where U.S. Forests are Located: Areas Designated Forestland

This forestland location map indicates areas (in acres) classified as forest land based on the minimum definition of existing growing stocking by U.S. county. The lighter green map shade means less available acres for growing trees while darker green means more available acres for potential tree stocking.

FIA refers to number of trees as a stocking level and sets this standard: "Forest land is considered land at least 10 percent stocked by trees of any size, or formerly having such tree cover, and not currently developed for non-forest uses, with a minimum area classification of 1 acre."
This map shows the spatial distribution of the nation's forest land in 2007 by county but does not consider stocking levels and tree densities beyond the above set standard.

Source: National Report on Forest Resources

Related